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But Lin Hao is forced to admire ah, even if the dragon nature of this umph, that also has to get
down to the mouth to do ah, cross-species can still?

Now comes the problem, the Qin family immortal slave suddenly strength surge,
and joint Qian Yuan Dragon House on the sea tide immortal palace, directly is the thunder, this is
the Qin family revenge to come ah.

This woman, Qin Bingyu, was not a simple woman, and Lin Hao also felt a little

tricky, this was not a good thing to do.

But the sea tide member had helped himself so much, it was time to help the other
side.

"Thank you Lin Hao, this time the other party is crowded and strong, I don't want
to drag you down, I'd be grateful if you gave me a Yin Shui inscription, if possible, I'd like to

borrow your precious land to hide for a while, meanwhile you should be careful, the other party
might want to target you next." The sea tide clerk was incomparably grateful to Lin Hao.

It seemed that he had made the right choice in intending to befriend Lin Hao in the
first place, the Son of Heaven's Destiny, even the Heavenly Dao was on his side, so he naturally
knew how to choose.



His faith inscriptions could only be sealed outside his body and placed in the Sea
Tide Immortal Palace, they could only be placed outside his body and could not be incorporated

into his body.

So this time the base camp was all attacked? Aizha Lu Aizha Pao Zero Er? beaten,
and his inscriptions were lost.

Now with Lin Hao's Yin Water inscription, his realm could at least remain at the

middle level of the sixth grade and would not continue to fall downwards, at the same time, if
used properly in the future, it was not impossible to go further, mainly if the power of faith was
sufficient.

Originally, Qin Bingyu wanted to directly attack Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, after
all, the overall strength of Qing Yun Heavenly Palace was even worse than Hai Chao Immortal

Palace, but because the core inscription of Qing Yun Heavenly Palace was taken from the

inscription fragment of the Ancient Immortal Court, with the majesty of the Ancient Immortal

Court suppressing, immortal slaves simply could not get close to it, unless they were existences
like the Moon Wheel Immortal, otherwise it was impossible to attack Qing Yun Heavenly Palace.

"Don't worry, you stay here now, give me some time, I'll bring you back and take
back your dao field." Lin Hao patted the sea tide member's shoulder comfortingly.

"It's all become a bare-bones commander, taking it back or not doesn't matter
anymore." Hai Chao-men sighed, all the elite soldiers under his command had been wiped out,
they had all become bare bar commanders, what was the use of taking it back.



"Bullshit, how is it not important? Damn, I was counting on you to protect the
demon capital populace, and the power of their faith isn't worth much is it? Are you stupid?
Alright, it's decided." Lin Hao looked at the sea tide clerk without good grace, one couldn't be so
morose as a human being.

Lin Hao asked Lei Ling to arrange for Hai Chao-men to go over to the Lin family's
old mansion to rest, now that the Lin family had all moved to the Qin Huai Golden House, the old
mansion was also vacant.

The Yun family did not move in, and Lin Hao believed that Qin Bingyu was not

stupid, except for the real Lin Hao's side talent to be able to blackmail Lin Hao, others simply
useless.

Then Lin Hao probably also understood who their next target would be, either Lei
Ling or Lin Ruoshi.

However, Lin Hao felt that they were thinking of farting and eating, the Thunder
Spirit's outbursts were no joke, when they really got desperate, Ao Dog might not even be able to
get an advantage over the Thunder Spirit, as for his own daughter, that's not to mention, she might
not be good at fighting, but when she went into the void, anyone who came would give up for

nothing.

Lin Hao originally did not want to fuse the three divine patterns so quickly,
because he knew that as long as the divine patterns were fused, then Shen Xiyan would not have to
be constrained by the Xuan Yuan Sword, and likewise, Shen Xiyan would need to run to the front
line of the Underworld to fight, Lin Hao was afraid that Shen Xiyan would be in danger.



But now in this situation, somewhat passively, he had to fuse the inscription ahead
of time and place the divine pattern on the Sword of the Gods, which was the divine pattern of the
Xuan Yuan Sword, once fused, the power of the Sword of the Gods was feared to be even more

terrifying.

Lin Hao also closed the door but didn't leave, he planned to fuse the inscription

directly here.

Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling went back first on their white cat.

Ao Dog, Ling Yun and Lin Hao were the only ones left in the shop, and Lin Hao

had asked them to stay behind so that they could protect him.

Seeing Lin Hao take out the divine inscription, Ao Dog couldn't help but frown,
"Lin Hao wait a moment, you come with me, I have something to tell you."

Chapter 2402

Ling Yun seemed to feel something and wrinkled her brow and drank, "Ao Dog, don't chew your

words or I don't mind beating you up!"

"Don't worry, am I such a person?" Ao Inu waved his hand and pulled Lin Hao to

the backyard, moreover, he laid several soundproof formations one after another, then looked at

Lin Hao and shrugged helplessly, "Sorry, I'm the one who chews nonsense, Ling Yun is really

good at reading people haha."



Lin Hao was crying and laughing, you even brought yourself to scold yourself,
huh?

"What exactly do you want to say, hurry up and say it, I'm quite anxious."

"You want to fuse this divine pattern to control the Xuan Yuan sword ban on Shen

Xiyan's body, thus enhancing your weapon and giving that Hai Chao member guy a chance to get

his back isn't it? The same goes for dealing with that group of immortal slaves from the Qin Clan

who suddenly raised their realm, am I right?"

"Isn't that obvious?" Lin Hao nodded his head, it couldn't be more obvious,
alright!

"You've only been on leave for one day of peace and quiet and you're tired of

living it, are you?" Ao Dog glared at Lin Hao with some hatred, "Can't you just take a peaceful
holiday and stay well?"

Lin Hao looked at Ao Dog in surprise, very puzzled, wondering why the other
party was agitated?

"Are you afraid that I will fuse the divine pattern and deal with your dragon clan in
the future? Don't worry, as long as your dragon clan doesn't cause any trouble, we don't have any
enmity and we're still on good terms, so naturally we won't deal with your dragon clan." Lin Hai
thought that Ao Dog was worried about this, after all, Chen Bei Xuan using the Dragon Clan but
not wanting to release the Dragon Clan was a clear attempt to pit the Dragon Clan, and within the
Dragon Clan's ancestral land, Ao Dog already knew about it.



"It doesn't matter." Ao Dog cursed, he had already known about Chen Bei Xuan's
plan, and Chen Bei Xuan had already promised that when the new Immortal Court was established,
the Dragon Clan would be able to leave the Dragon Palace and return to the Dragon Clan's
ancestral land.

The Immortal Court would not enslave the dragons, but the dragons would also

not be allowed to easily step into the human territories and disturb the peace of the human race, so
Ao Inu knew that the other party pitted the dragons and he was fine with that.

After all, Ao Inu did not want the Dragon Clan to fight with Chen Bei Xuan and the
others again, resulting in the world's living beings being wiped out, after all, no matter who loses
or wins, the people who suffer the most in the end are the ordinary people.

"I am talking about something else, you are aware that your wife is a part of what
was once Spiritual Rhythm, thus perfected into a separate conscious existence, or a complete
person, but they are never allowed to coexist, do you understand?"

"They are originally one body this I know, but they can't coexist is that so?" Lin
Hao's eyebrows tightened up, he vaguely felt that there was something that Ling Yun hadn't told
him.

"It's simple, you fuse the divine pattern, then Shen Xi Yan will definitely rush to
the front line of the Underworld, the duel will begin, when Chen Bei Xuan and the others return,
then it means your peaceful days are completely over, Shen Xi Yan will also return, one of the two
of them must disappear! Completely!" After saying that, Ao Dog couldn't help but sigh again,
"Through all the signs so far, Chen Bei Xuan and the others would rather wait outside the



Underworld now than let you fuse your divine pattern as soon as possible, instead they are giving
you a holiday, probably out of guilt towards Ling Yun."

"By all indications so far, as well as what I know about Ling Yun, she would
choose to be the one to disappear." Ao Dog stared intently at Lin Hao, his tone suddenly serious,
"I know that you two are impossible and you only consider her as a friend, and Ling Yun knows

the same, but Ling Yun is my friend, I have to say these things, at least you have to know the truth,
you are also my friend, the final choice is yours."

Lin Hao was silent, he hadn't expected this outcome in any way.

In fact, at the Qinhuai Golden House, Qing Shirt had also told him.

But he threw thought there was still a chance of survival, but now Ao Dog had said

the same thing? Lu Ai Xi Yi Er Lu Wu Yi? I am afraid that there is really no other way out.

"They are already separate existences, can't they really co-exist?" Lin Hao was
still undeterred.

"It can't, this is karma." Ao Dog shook his head once again.

"I know, you can go out first." Lin Hao waved his hand and walked out, climbing

onto the tiled roof of the Remorseless Inn, lying on the eaves, looking at the bright stars in the
night sky and letting the cold moonlight spread over him.
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No one can escape the cycle of life and death. But knowing that you will die is a completely
different feeling from knowing the exact date of death.

Lin Hao knew that Ling Yun would leave, but when he found out the exact time he
would leave, his heart was in turmoil and it was hard.

After all these days together, Ling Yun was a very good friend.

Who said that there was no pure friendship between men and women?

If Lin Hao had listened to anyone, he would have wanted to go up and give a slap

on the wrist, don't jump to conclusions if you haven't met them yourself.

Lin Hao looked at the sky, the summer night was cool, the sky was clear, the stars
were bright, it was a very pleasant environment at the moment, but Lin Hao was incomparably
heavy.

Where should he go and how should he choose? On the eaves of the room, a
fragrant breeze came, peach petals fell colourfully, peach skirts fell, three thousand green threads

fell on Lin Hao's face, the breeze brushed by, the hair gently caressed Lin Hao's cheeks, tickling
and very comfortable.



Lin Hao put his hands on his head and just lay on the eaves.

He knew that it was Ling Yun coming up.

Lin Hao still didn't open his mouth, much less know where to start, and was very
helpless.

"That long worm is really a mouthful, really chewing the cud, isn't it?" Ling Yun
looked at Lin Hao's appearance and already understood that it must be Lin Hao who knew

something.

"You are very close friends, right?" Lin Hao spoke indifferently.

"It's not really very good, in fact, in over 20,000 years, we've only actually met
each other a dozen times, in fact, I feel as if saying we're friends doesn't even count, right?" Ling
Yun smiled, although she knew Ao Dog quite well, the two sides hadn't actually met very often,
and had spent even less time together.

More information had been learned from her own sister.

"It's actually quite good, there are some people who don't need to have met too

many times and know each other for as long as they can be very good friends, and there are some



people who, even if they've been together for ten thousand years, might still be in a salty
relationship." Lin Hao laughed.

"Oh? Is that so? From the tone of your voice and tone of voice, it means that we
are also considered very good friends?" Ling Yun blinked her peach blossom eyes to look at Lin

Hao? 陆染洱西陆零遮地?

Lin Hao nodded his head and admitted it.

"Actually, I knew this time when I left from the Golden Mansion that it was almost

impossible for my sister to meet with you alone, but before leaving the Golden Mansion, my

sister met with you and should have already told you about me, just now Ao Dog was just

reminding you once more." Ling Yun sighed, how could a woman with such a refined heart not be

able to see that.

It was just that Lin Hao didn't mention it, and Ling Yun had wisely chosen not to

mention it.

But this time Ao Dog brought it up again, and Lin Hao's mood swung so much

that Ling Yun had to show up and show her hand.

"Is there really no other way out?" Lin Hao once again asked the question that had
been figured out.



"There really isn't any other way!" Ling Yun's answer was affirmative: "Lin Hao,
don't let me, affect your judgement and choice, I'm fine with it, I'm already content with this

time together, I can say that I've truly fulfilled my dream."

"What's more, even if I did get together with that him back then, maybe it
wouldn't be possible to get along like we are now, I feel pretty good now, my dream has been

fulfilled."

"If you have regrets in your heart, your eternal life will be a torment, if you have
no regrets, even if it is just a few years, you have truly lived. I no longer regret this life, it is not
a waste of time to walk in this human world." Ling Yun did not want to put pressure on Lin Hao.

Disappearance was inevitable, there was no choice, one of two choices, whether it
was Lin Hao or Ling Yun, both would choose Shen Xiyan to stay.

Shen Xiyan was the love of Lin Hao's life, while Ling Yun was the real intruder

when all was said and done.

"The late summer breeze, the years are quiet, ah." Lin Hao sighed as he looked at
the star studded starry sky.

Ling Yun smiled sweetly at Lin Hao's words, "The days are long and the nights are
short in summer, and at this time the breeze and the moon are clear and the breeze is refreshing

and comfortable. You're thanking me for my company."



Lin Hao froze for a moment, could this phrase still be interpreted in this way?
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"Consider it so." Lin Hao smiled.

"Hey! Up there, hurry up and get the hell down! What the hell, are all young
people nowadays so romantic? It's nighttime up in the room lying on the tiles, if you don't come
down I'll call the police ah!" The beautiful and romantic atmosphere was suddenly interrupted by

an angry shout from below.

It was the patrolman from Ancient Town Street who had noticed the movement on
the roof and knew that someone was up there.

Lin Hao and Ling Yun were both stunned and looked at each other and couldn't
help but laugh out loud, this would be awkward ah.

"Laugh, laugh, laugh a hammer ah laugh, hurry up and come down, how
dangerous it is up there!" The patrolman below scolded, "Don't move, I'll find a ladder for you,
young people nowadays are getting more and more careless, that's the roof, is that a place for
romance?"

The patrolman was still cursing from below, his tone was a bit serious and his

words were not very nice, but he really cared about the safety of the two, a real and lovely person.



Before the patrolman could leave, he suddenly heard Lin Hao's voice ringing out
in front of him, "No need, we've already come down, we've given you a lot of trouble."

"Holy shit, how did you guys get down so high? You guys aren't the legendary
Illusionary Spirit Masters, are you? The old kind?" The sudden appearance of the two men
startled the patrolman, and when he saw Ling Yun, he couldn't help but fall in love with her
delicate beauty, but it was a simple admiration, nothing else: "Good boy, what a beautiful girl
doll."

"Thank you, Uncle." Ling Yun smiled and thanked.

"Come on, no need to thank you, why don't you go home at night and climb on

the roof like a man? You can't do that anymore, it's dangerous. Also, don't jump down like that,
it's so high, what if you get hurt." The patrolman saw that the two men had come down and there

was nothing wrong with them, so he instructed them and left to continue his patrol.

Lin Hao also politely shouted to the other party, this shop is their own, free to
come here to eat, Lin Hao treat.

The patrolman smiled and waved his hand without looking back: "? Serve whisk

shanzai yi whisk dye whisk? No need, be safe on the way."

"It's okay enough, you guys ran up to the roof to play?" Ao Dog's voice suddenly
appeared next to him.



Lin Hao and Ling Yun instantly blackened their faces, their moods instantly
becoming very unattractive.

The two of them ignored Ao Dog and walked towards the Lin family's old
mansion, Ao Dog followed behind them in a depressed manner, he didn't say anything wrong, so
why did he make it seem like he had made a big mistake?

After this incident, Lin Hao did not choose to fuse the divine pattern, postpone it
for a while, let himself have a few days of peace and quiet.

In fact, everything that happened here, outside the Underworld, Chen Bei Xuan
and the others, knew clearly.

"This kid ......," Chen Bei Xuan couldn't help but scold with a laugh.

Lin Cang Dao glanced at Chen Bei Xuan who was laughing and cursing, and shook
his head, "Bei Xuan, you are becoming more and more like a human being, what I am talking

about is a complete and true human being, this is what we are ultimately seeking for ah, not to be
bound by the heavenly dao of this side of the world."

"Hey, hey, what else? This is what we are fighting for ah, the only way to truly
live is to be free from the fetters of this side of the world, and only then will we be able to travel
further, otherwise we will become like the Ancient Immortal Court and end up as slaves to the

Dao, slaves to the Dao, being achieved by the Dao and ultimately bound by the Dao." Chen Bei
Xuan laughed heatedly, like an old codger, a strange old man.



"Hmph, that Son of Heaven's Destiny is dragging his feet, not doing his business
all day long, to the extent that he is now living in retirement, what is this if not a deliberate
slacking off? Just to make so many of us wait for him? What kind of beings are we? How dare

we be subject to a mortal." The Bishop of the Western European Church snorted coldly, his face
unkind as he looked at the group from the Chinese camp, and no one on the side of the War Bear

Shrine said anything.

Avril of the Angelic Order of Rice also sneered, "Indeed, we are enough to solve
everything, and why should he, a little man, be the pivot of this plan, it's simply ridiculous."
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"Is that funny?" Chen Bei Xuan asked.

"Isn't it funny?" Avril spoke coldly.

"If it's funny why aren't you laughing?" Chen Bei Xuan pretended to have a

curious face.

"You ......" Avril was warmly angry, but was blocked from speaking, laughing
my ass, now she wanted to curse.

"I what I, since you guys are so dejected, then you go and attack the Underworld,
you can cross one step of the Underworld, I would like to call you the strongest." Chen Bei Xuan
said in a disgusting manner, which could diarrhea these yin and yang guys enough.



The War Bear divine Hall Master who had been silent spoke up, "Give that kid a

month to recuperate, a month is just a snap of the fingers for us, but he can't delay indefinitely like
this, in a month's time, whether it's him, or us, we'll all have to experience the baptism of blood."

"May." This was one such condition, Chen Bei Xuan and the others agreed, and the
Angelic Church and the Western European Church did not continue to bleep.

In the old Lin family mansion in Jinling, Lin Hao had only just returned when a

seven-coloured divine bridge was constructed over the old Lin family mansion, spanning over the
entire Lin family mansion.

Lin Hao's already unattractive mood became even more unattractive when he saw

this, "That old bastard is starting to cause trouble again."

"Little fellow, who are you cursing." Lin Cang Dao laughed and scolded without

good grace, while also cursing Chen Bei Xuan in his heart, but what a bad thing, look, anyone
would want to dislike him twice.

He was also the Immortal Emperor of Bei Xuan, one could not respect him at all.

"Cough cough, wrong person, sorry." Lin Hao coughed awkwardly, turned around
and walked towards the house.



"You brat, stand still, is it easy for me to open the divine bridge once?" Lin Cang
Dao was also out of temper, he found that this brat was the same as Chen Bei Xuan's urine, they
both easily made people's blood pressure spike.

Lin Hao sighed and looked at the other party helplessly, he actually knew what the

other party had come to find him for.

It probably still had something to do with Ling Yun.

Lin Hao didn't want to hear it, but Ling Yun pulled Lin Hao back and smiled

openly, "It's alright, you have to face it after all, running away won't solve the problem."

Lin Hao had to stop and look at Lin Cang Dao.

"One month is the deadline, take good care of yourself, after one month, either
you will see the sun through a fishy storm or you will die in battle, there is no third outcome." Lin
Cang Dou also did not say nonsense, finished his body dissipated, the haze rainbow bridge also

faded away, as if it had never appeared.

Was there only one month left? Lin Hao sighed once again.

Ling Yun, on the other hand, had the opposite attitude to Lin Hao: "Yea, there's still
a month to go, a month yet."



"Are you faking optimism or are you really optimistic? Compared to 20,000
years of time, a month isn't even a snap of the fingers, right?" Lin Hao looked at the other party

with a tearful smile.

"Of course I'm truly optimistic! To truly live, let alone a month, even a day is
more meaningful than ten thousand years of time."

"Come on, I, a little kid who has only experienced twenty years of age, really have
no way of understanding the thoughts of an existence like yours." Lin? Xi'er whisked away the

love serving Yi? Hao shrugged his shoulders, and seeing Ling Yun's relaxed mood, Lin Hao's
heart didn't feel so bad anymore.

At night, Lin Hao tossed and turned, unable to sleep.

These guys from the Qin family were hiding in the shadows and he was in the
light, they didn't have any advantage, and the key was that a seventh grade Illusionary Spirit

Master had appeared inside the opposing camp.

Such an existence, if they wanted to hold them back, they would need at least two
peak rank six Illusionary Spirit Masters to do so.

If Ling Yun and Ao Dog were to work together, it would be difficult enough to

stall the other side, but there should be quite a few sixth-ranked Illusionary Spirit Masters on the

other side.



Especially when even the Qian Yuan Dragon House was involved, the problem
was somewhat serious.

As the saying goes, there is no fear of a thief stealing, but there is a fear of a thief
thinking about it.

Snap!

Lin Hao slapped the bed board and jumped straight up from the bed, sleep the
fuck up, no more sleep!

Steal home to go!

The Qin family's immortal slaves were impossible to find, the other side was too
well hidden, the immortal slaves from the other districts either chose to side with the Qin family

or neither, again it was impossible to inform Lin Hao where these people were located.
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Just like the rats in the sewers, they are hiding.

It was crucial that the Qin family's immortal slaves could hide, but the people of
the Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion had nowhere to hide. If they couldn't find trouble with the Qin

family's immortal slaves, they couldn't find trouble with this bunch of long insects like you?



Lin Hao walked out and opened the door of his room with a creak, his whole body
couldn't help but freeze in place.

"Daddy, setting off?" Lin Ruoshi waved her hand cutely, carrying a small pink
schoolbag behind her back.

Lei Ling was riding a white cat, looking at Lin Hao with a smirk, while Ling Yun
was looking at Lin Hao with his arms clasped over his chest, Ao Dog was also beside him, but Ao
Dog didn't make a sound, and Lin Hao couldn't see him.

Lin Hao was a little confused, "What are you guys doing?"

"What else can we do, of course we're stealing a home." Lei Ling looked at Lin

Hao with a smile, with the look that your little mind, this lady has already seen through it.

"Steal a home? What home stealing? What are you guys doing at night without

resting?" The sea tide clerk who heard the commotion hurriedly ran out and saw a group of people

blocking the door of Lin Hao's room, not knowing what they wanted to do.

Lin Hao quite no? Di Zai Zai Yi Er Pao? Naive, it seems that everyone knows him

very well, okay, then the group will steal home.



"Go fuck the Qian Yuan Dragon House, are you going?" Lin Hao looked to the sea
tide member.

"Go, why not! How can I let go of such a good opportunity to take revenge, these
bastards, not to mention taking over my Sea Tide Immortal Palace, I let most of my men die

because of these bastards." The sea tide member heard, immediately came to the spirit, you nag
me this I'm not sleepy ow.

The Qin family was powerful, but they couldn't have reacted so quickly, as the
saying goes, it's never too late for a gentleman to take revenge, but it's never too late for a villain
to take revenge!

Today, he, Hai Chao Crew, will be this villain!

In order to prevent the Qin family from finding out, they had placed large

formations throughout the entire Lin family mansion, shielding all perceptions from the outside

world, after all, the Qin family must have spies nearby, but with those spies, they wouldn't dare
to break into the Lin family mansion unless they were tired of living.

After all this was taken care of, Ao Dog directly transformed into his original body,
but his body size was much smaller, but he was just as imposing and domineering, so much so
that the sea tide members stared at him with wide eyes, surprisingly, he was a dragon!

You know how resentful the dragon race was towards the demons of the Ancient
Immortal Court, I never thought that the dragon race would already be on Lin Hao's side, it seems

that it was really the fate of heaven.



Lin Ruoshi easily tore open a huge spatial rift under Lin Hao's arrangement,
waving her hand, and those terrifying spatial turbulence directly retreated, just like a subject
seeing a king.

The group stood on Ao Dog's back and plunged headlong into the void, and as

they entered, the torn space quickly healed as if nothing had happened.

Lin Hao's group sped through the void with his dragon, and Lin Ruoshi waved

repeatedly, controlling the spatial turbulence around them to prevent these terrifying energies from

hurting Ao Dog.

This scene made the sea tide members look silly, no wonder the void deity was

called the supreme god, this operation alone was a tumultuous one.

The sea tide member was a bit excited, as he was a small sixth grade mid-level
illusionary spirit master, he could walk in the void and be happy.

It was a pity that all his men had died, otherwise it would have been enough for

him to brag to his men for a thousand or eight hundred years.

Because the dragon also has a dragon bloodline, Ao Dog can use the bloodline to
stimulate, and can also lock the other party's position in the void.



It was only half an hour's time before they arrived at the void bordering the Qian

Yuan Dragon Mansion, and the behemoth with a faint layer of greenish arcane light wrapped

around it was the location of the Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion.

It is worth mentioning that these immortal residences are but a drop in the bucket
compared to the Twelve Immortal Palaces.

Take the Sea Tide Immortal Palace for example, its area is only about the size of
the Demon Capital, while the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace, one of the Twelve Immortal Palaces,
has a territory of 30,000 miles alone, which could form a complete ecological civilisation

system.
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"Xiao shi, open a gap, let's play a closed-door game with them and cross the crystal abuse

spring!" Lin Hao's gaze was cold as he stared ahead at the place of arcane light.

Lin Ruoshi nodded and floated forward for a moment, her hands poking out
forward and pulling violently towards the sides, with a hissing sound, a large spatial rift was torn
open, revealing the Dragon Mansion with its buildings and mountains inside!

One could glimpse a corner of it. Inside the Dragon Mansion, buildings stood
between high mountains, waterfalls cascaded down three thousand feet, flowers and trees covered
the area, the style was quite similar to the Qin Huai Golden Mansion, but the size of this one
Dragon Mansion was about the size of a medium-sized floating island inside the Golden Mansion.



"Xiao shi, you're responsible for securing the entire space, no one should try to run
away, everyone else, fight individually and take out all these guys to the maximum!" Lin Hao
waved his big hand, the Sword of the Gods appeared in his hand, and charged in first.

The sudden appearance of a spatial rift here had already caught the attention of
those augurs in the Dragon Mansion, and they all began to watch the situation over here, as a
ghastly figure rose up into the sky, carrying a powerful aura as it rushed over.

It was a long worm, a real long worm, with basalt blue scales, like a python
hundreds of metres long writhing in the void, without claws and with a glazed horn on top of its

head.

To say that it is a long worm is not really an exaggeration.

The dragon group was majestic, with its head bearing two horns and dragon claws,
snaking and soaring through the air in a domineering manner, but when it was replaced by this

thing, it was a bit phantom to look at.

"What's going on? Why are there cracks here? Everything is fine in the Dragon

Mansion, there is nothing unusual about it." A jarring voice rang out, it was Qian Yuan, the Dragon
Mansion's master.

A huge snake a thousand metres long, the scales on his body had glowed with a

faint golden light, and he was at the peak of the sixth grade Illusionary Spiritist realm.



The Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion had helped the Qin Family take down the Sea
Tide Immortal Palace, and he had only dispatched a small number of the Dragon Mansion's Jiao
Dragons to station over there, most of them were the Qin Family's strongest, and they had set up

a trap over there, just waiting for Lin Hao to dive into it.

As a result, no one expected that Lin Hao would do the opposite and come straight
to the Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion to steal his family, not to mention that the premise to take the
lead in attacking the Hai Chao Immortal Palace was that Hai Chao Member's faith inscription was
taken away and his realm kept plummeting, they were trying to use the Hai Chao Member's faith
inscription as bait, but unfortunately, now that Hai Chao Member had obtained the Tian He Yin

Shui inscription which was even better than the faith inscription, what did he need that crap for?

Swish!

In response, Qian Yuan was greeted by a dazzling sword light, as powerful and
fierce as a tiger's sword speeding towards him.

Qian Yuan's face turned pale: "No, enemy attack! Damn it, quick, tell the Qin
family, these bastards have actually come to sneak attack my Dragon Mansion, everyone, follow
me to defend against the enemy!"

Such an extreme sword intent, a sword that could break the heavens, apart from
Chen Bei Xuan and Lin Cang Dou, only Lin Hao could deliver such a terrifying sword!

Now that neither Lin Cangdun nor Chen Beixuan could come, there was only one
answer, Lin Hao had come!



Sure enough!

Lin Hao's sword united, and his entire body turned into golden sword light as he

sped out from the spatial rift, followed by Ling Yun, surrounded by peach blossom petals, and for
a moment, the entire Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion was rained with peach blossoms, and each of

these peach blossom petals was filled with a slaughtering sharpness!

"Ling Yun! You shameless woman! What are you trying to do!" Qian Yuan's face
was extremely ugly, he was not afraid of Ling Yun, but Ling Yun's attack method was really a

headache, the indiscriminate range attack was very terrifying!

And Qian? The first time I saw this, I was able to get to the bottom of it. Yuan
discovered a very fatal problem, that is, he was unable to contact the outside world, the Void
Goddess who hadn't grown up yet had struck!

The entire space of the Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion had been blocked and frozen
by it, and there was no way for them to transmit any information to the outside world, and there

was no way for them to leave this place, did the other party want to catch a turtle in a jar or close
the door on the dog?

Bah, those weren't good words at all.

"What for? Fuck you!" Ao Dog roared in anger and a terrifying dragon roar

resounded throughout the entire Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion, the terrifying dragon might shook
the entire Dragon Mansion.



Chapter 2408

All the dragons were so frightened by this terrifying dragon might that even Qian Yuan
subconsciously lowered his proud head!

A dragon!

This was a real dragon!

Qian Yuan's face turned extremely ugly, the suppression from his bloodline had

forced him to fight only at the middle sixth rank, forcing him down two levels, this was the true
horror of bloodline suppression!

Other less powerful dragons were even more miserable, unable to even lift their
heads up, and those below the fifth rank realm were lying on the ground, not even daring to move.

This is the true power of the dragon race's pure bloodline!

"Leave this son of a bitch to me! I'll personally clean up the remnants of these

bloodlines!" Ao Dog's gaze was bloodshot as he glared angrily at Qian Yuan, this was his
opponent!

He would personally wash away the shame left behind in these ten thousand years!



Today, he would make a name for the dragon race! Ao Dog's body manifested

itself, a thousand-metre-long golden dragon hovering above the void.

Ao Dog was not the least bit polite to Qian Yuan, and with a divine tail swing, he
fiercely slapped Qian Yuan away, and the long insect also turned into a V-shape and flung itself

away.

"Peach Blossom Kill!" Ling Yun's cold voice fell, and thousands of peach blossom
petals turned into the scythe of the god of death, reaping the lives of the members of the Dragon

House.

The bodies of the Jiao Dragons below the fifth rank were sliced into countless
segments by the dense peach blossom petals, and those Jiao Dragons of the fifth rank realm also

had dense, varying degrees of wounds appear on their bodies.

The thunder spirits were not idle, everywhere they went, there were ear-piercing
sonic booms, their flesh breaking the sound barrier instantly rushing out with a terrifying impact.

Apart from sixth grade Illusionary Spirit Masters, there was hardly anyone who
could resist her punch.

Lei Ling had been personally coached by the Green Shirt Fairy during this period

of time, and her own strength had been greatly enhanced. Rui Lin was not idle either,
transforming into a white stream of light, dashing left and right with unparalleled ferocity.



Howl? The tiger roared.

A tiger roar mountain forest, the terrifying divine beast white tiger bloodline was

stimulated open, Rui Lin's combat power skyrocketed, tiger pounce dragon snake of fierce among
the augmented dragon fight constantly.

Lin Ruoshi, on the other hand, acted as a controller, keeping an eye on the entire
battlefield. Whoever dared to mess up or try to run away, she directly lashed over with a long

whip made of spatial turbulence, directly causing those jiao dragons to wail and scream, doing
great damage.

This freed up Lin Hao's hands to look at the battle between Ao Dog and Qian

Yuan.

Qian Yuan was at the same level as Ao Dog, but he was suppressed by his

bloodline, so he couldn't even bring his peak fighting power into play.

Ao Dog could have easily solved it, but did not do so, is to give the other side the
most damage, up is the hammer, a burst of head hammer, but also did not forget to tear off the

snake skin, scales are given.

"How big is this hatred." Lin Hao couldn't help but marvel, this was a little too
ruthless, there was absolutely no need to be so brutal and sadistic ah.



"That's a disgrace to their dragon clan, it's nothing strange for him to be so angry."
Ling Yun shook her head, "In fact, the rumour that the dragon nature is originally umph is false,
it's not true at all, but a distorted fact by the Immortal Court."

"What the hell is dragon nature originally umph?" Lin Hao looked at Ling Yun with
amusement.

Ling Yun's pretty face reddened slightly as she glared fiercely at Lin Hao, "Asking
a question knowingly, if you are any more immodest I won't talk to you."

"You say."

Only through Ling Yun did Lin Hao suddenly realize that this was how the nine
sons of the dragon were born?

Dragon nature is originally ummmm this is also forced? And it was a rumour?

The dragon race was immensely focused on bloodline inheritance, and only pure

dragon bloodline could be considered a dragon race.

But back then, the dragon race was just a captive existence of the Immortal Court,
the so-called nine sons of the dragon, these were just experiments, experiments that the Immortal

Court made out, and crucially, failed experiments.



The existence of these impure bloodlines was the greatest shame of the dragon
race.
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The nine descendants of the dragon sons have all disappeared, or been erased by the dragon tribe,
which regards them as a disgrace.

Now this dragon clan can be said to be the last disgrace, see the same as the
enemy, Ao dog so angry can be understood.

"So that's how it is, I didn't expect there to be so many hidden secrets and twists
and turns in this, learned, it just happened to piss me off, so let's help Ao Dog." Lin Hao nodded,
and the Sword of the Gods in his hand swung one after another.

Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel!

The human sword united!

With a crisp buzzing sound, the Sword of the Gods rose against the wind, forming
a hundred-metre giant sword, and Lin Hao's figure merged with the Sword of the Gods as his

sword began to surge once more.

"Today, trample down the Dragon Mansion!" As Lin Hao's furious shout fell, the
sword power clanged, and ten thousand feet of golden sword Qi fell down on his head!



Under Lin Hao's full power, one sword contained the sword power and terrifying

power of seven stances, gathering the momentum of the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace, as the sword
power had been created, all things could be opened!

This sword light spanned the entire Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion, the sword blade

fell, splitting the entire DragonMansion in two and splitting it apart, the surrounding buildings and
peaks crumbled in an instant, an abyss spanning ten thousand feet and about a hundred feet wide

appeared.

With one sword? The sword is a powerful and powerful tool for the people of the

world. It killed hundreds of people from the Jiaolong clan.

This terrifying power made even the Jiao Long clan shudder, this sword power

was so terrifying that it vaguely resembled the terrifying power of the Yellow Emperor's sword
that cut down the Immortal Court!

"Stop it! Stop it you madmen!" Qian Yuan bared his eyes at this scene, it was a
one-sided battle!

How could he have never imagined that the people around this Son of Heaven's
Destiny would be so terrifying, not just Lin Hao alone, everyone was terrifying as hell!

There was the Thunder Spirit, who was gifted in becoming a saint in flesh, Lin
Ruoshi, who manipulated the void turbulence, and the group killing Spirit Rhyme, not to mention
Ao Dog's insane attacks under absolute bloodline suppression!



With these few people alone, I'm afraid they could kill the entire Qian Yuan

Dragon Mansion's Jiao Long clan, which is the most numerous of all the Immortal Mansions, with
tens of thousands of Jiao Long clansmen!

But with the current trend, a million or eight hundred thousand more would not be
enough to kill these madmen!

"Mud, the fact that you can still talk means that the beating didn't hurt enough!"
Ao Dog angrily pressed down with a claw, Qian Yuan's big head was directly stamped into the

hard rock by Ao Dog's foot, the huge stone mountain gave him a crater of several dozens meters,
Qian Yuan's head was directly stamped in it, he couldn't even speak out.

Sword light raged, peach blossoms filled the sky, and the entire Dragon Mansion

was beaten to pieces in a miserable light.

After an hour of fierce battle and the fall of thousands of dragons, finally, the
terrifying aura that had been hidden from view exploded out with a bang.

Deep within the Dragon Mansion, an extremely powerful aura boomed out, and
the entire Dragon Mansion shook.

All the dragons looked at the place where the aura came from with excitement and
fervour, and knelt down to worship.



The old ancestor had come out!

This terrifying aura caused Lin Hao's eyelids to jump wildly, and even Ao Dog's
face was horrified as he quickly let go of Qian Yuan, his body bursting all the way back to shield
Lin Hao's crowd with his huge figure.

This aura, it was already half a step into the level of a god!

"Dad, it's not good, I, I can't control it anymore." Lin Ruoshi also suffered a huge
shock, this piece of space was in control he actually had some control over it, there was no way,
Lin Ruoshi's realm was still a little too low, Lin Ruoshi was only at the fifth grade Illusionary
Spiritist realm now ah.

But Lin Ruoshi was still struggling to hold on, and her face was red.

Ling Yun's face also changed dramatically, and with a flip of her jade hand, all the
peach petals began to still in the void, her brows locked, "It's that guy! He's actually still alive."

Who?

"Old thing, get out!" Ao Dog thought of something and shouted in anger.



Ling Yun, on the other hand, looked at Lin Hao, quite helplessly, "The same pitiful
fellow as that Dragon Clan back then, the most primitive existence that was abused by the Dragon
Clan thus giving rise to the Jiaolong Clan."

Chapter 2410

Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, what was that thing?

Only to see a behemoth that could not see the end of the Dragon Mansion appear
with a bang, its head was hundreds of metres wide, not far behind the old Dragon King, just
revealing half of its body, but already covering the sky.

It was a large python, a giant python, covered in golden scales, and without a

single horn on top of its head, with a triangular haze mark on its forehead.

"The originator of the dragon, the Heaven Swallowing Python. Back then, it was
captured by the Immortal Court and forced to unite with a dragon woman, giving birth to the

dragon clan, which is not a dragon, but a snake, and this is the last Heaven Swallowing Python,
with a big mouth that can swallow the sun and the moon." Ling Yun's voice trembled a little,
obviously also taken by the other party's aura.

In front of the Heaven Swallowing Python, Ao Dog's bloodline suppression could
not play any role, the other party's strength and realm absolutely suppressed Ao Dog.

Lin Hao had also discovered a huge problem, this big guy's aura was too
terrifying, much more terrifying than Noxodes.



Noxed was probably not even enough to stuff his teeth in front of this thing.

It was at least a terrifying existence in the mid-seventh grade or above!

Ao Dog directly told Lin Hao the answer.

A peak rank seven Illusionary Spirit Master! A half-step deity!

"Shit~!" Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, this was kicking a steel plate, such a
terrifying existence wasn't even considered something they could deal with anymore.

Lin Hao was already preparing to withdraw, this was really impossible to fight.

"Prince Ao Dog, 20,000 years have passed, and both the Dragon Clan and I are

victims, even Dragon King Ao Feng has put it down, why can't you put it down?" That Heaven
Swallowing Python's mouth opened and closed without making a sound, and the one making the
sound was surprisingly Qian Yuan who was lying on the ground.

It dawned on Lin Hao that Qian Yuan was afraid that he was just a wisp of this big
guy's doppelganger, while the main body had been in a state of slumber, so much so that
everyone thought that this thing had already died a long time ago.



"Impossible! How could my father have put it down!" Ao Dog couldn't accept the
fact that these things existed? Shan Wu Yi Serving Ai Covering Ai Dyeing? , itself is the greatest
insult to the dragon race and must be removed completely!

"There is nothing impossible, this clan of mine has always been here, not asking
the world, if he had not put down, how could we have survived until today? Believe it or not, this
is the truth, besides, even if you don't believe it, with you people, what can you do to me today?"
Qian Yuan's voice was full of dominance, meaning to explain to Ao Dog, but it was also full of
strength.

Ao Dog's face looked grim from rage, yet there was nothing he could do, what the
other party said was also the truth.

The strength of the other party was here, they indeed could not help each other.

"As for you guys ......" Qian Yuan, who was lying on the ground, and the huge

thing in the distance, their heads all turned in unison to where Lin Hao was.

Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, his heart was in his throat at once, his hand was
already tightly gripping the Sword of the Gods, if anything went wrong, Lin Hao would tell Lei

Ling and Lin Ruoshi and the girls to run immediately!

"Kill them! Kill this group of devils who are slaughtering our clan!"



The Jiao Long clan shouted angrily in unison, their eyes glaring at Lin Hao and the
others with incomparable grief and anger as the atmosphere began to become tense!

Seeing how tense Lin Hao was, Qian Yuan shook his body and transformed into

the form of a middle-aged man, arching his hand politely towards Lin Hao, "You don't need to be
so tense, you are a part of the great trend, we will not be your enemy, what happened before was

entirely due to the doppelganger being forced by the Lunar Wheel Immortal Palace's Inuyasha
before he had awakened and received my authorization, it was not my original intention. "

Qian Yuan explained to Lin Hao that he had also been coerced before, and that

Qian Yuan's doppelganger was simply unable to awaken his original doppelganger, who was at a
critical moment.

If it wasn't for Lin Hao's earth-shattering sword just now, which caused the

Heaven Swallowing Python Qian Yuan's original daddy to sense the crisis of extinction and
forcefully wake up, I'm afraid that this Qian Yuan Dragon Mansion would really have been

trampled down by Lin Hao and the others.

Qian Yuan also explained that everything was a misunderstanding and that the

Jiao Long clansmen in the Sea Tide Immortal Palace had already been executed by him
thousands of miles apart, and that he would give Lin Hao an explanation.

The Sea Tide Immortal Palace would return the favor with their own hands in a
few days, and today, they had also slaughtered so many Jiao Long clansmen, so it was a debt
payment.
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